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ABSTRACT 
Combined pen and touch input is an interaction paradigm 
attracting increasing interest both in the research communi-
ty and recently in industry. In this paper, we illustrate how 
pen and touch interaction techniques can be leveraged for 
editing and authoring of presentational documents on digi-
tal tabletops. Our system exploits the rich interactional vo-
cabulary afforded by the simultaneous availability of the 
two modalities to provide gesture-driven document editing 
functionality as an expert alternative to widgets. For our 
bimanual gestures, we make use of non-dominant hand pos-
tures to set pen modes in which the dominant hand articu-
lates a variety of transactions. We draw an analogy between 
such modifier postures and modifier keys on a keyboard to 
construct command shortcuts. Based on this model, we im-
plement a number of common document editing operations, 
including several page and element manipulations, shape 
and text input with styling, clipart retrieval and insertion as 
well as undo/redo. The results of a lab study provide in-
sights as to the strengths and limitations of our approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Within popular visions of the office of the future, the digital 
workdesk plays a central role, as an empowering tool for 
knowledge workers to carry out their tasks. Compared to 
traditional desktop computers, such types of devices sup-
port more direct interactions, thanks to which work can be 
performed more efficiently and intuitively, at least in theo-
ry. One can however observe that, even with the advent of 
touch devices, the vast majority of office work is still per-
formed on PCs with mice and keyboards, especially so-
called "productivity" tasks, i.e. tasks with high added value 

that involve a great deal of more or less sophisticated ma-
nipulations. Among those essential activities is all the work 
revolving around documents: the creation of presentations, 
editing and publishing of reports, memos etc. To support 
those needs in this device landscape increasingly influenced 
by (multi)touch, the latest office suites such as Microsoft 
Office provide some level of adaptation to those kinds of 
appliances. With the exception maybe of OneNote, howev-
er, the interfaces of the different programs still very much 
betray their WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) ori-
gins. What is more, industrial designers of touch UIs over-
whelmingly reason in terms of simple interactions with one 
or two finger touches (tap, pinch-spread, swipe etc.), which 
needlessly restricts the breadth of the expressional vocabu-
lary potentially available to users on those platforms. 

With the recent resurgence of the stylus pen as an additional 
modality that can be used not instead of, but in tandem with 
touch, the breadth of tabletops' interactional capabilities has 
further expanded, as illustrated by numerous research pro-
jects [4, 7, 8, 10-12, 16, 17]. Yet, despite this demonstrated 
potential and what seems like a natural fit between pen-
operated digital tabletops and document-centric work, those 
types of scenarios have surprisingly received little attention 
so far from the HCI community. 

 
Figure 1. Our document-authoring environment on pen 

and touch interactive tabletop 

In this paper, we propose to show how the pen and touch 
input paradigm can be utilised to support document-
authoring tasks on an interactive tabletop, where we explore 
the feasibility of realising common document-editing opera-
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tions mostly via gestural shortcuts rather than WIMP-based 
transactions. Following Reality-Based Interaction [13] prin-
ciples, we design a set of (uni- and bimodal) interactions, 
together forming a coherent and integrated document au-
thoring environment. In particular, we systematise the use 
of the non-dominant hand to define different local and 
global pen modes through modifier postures, which we re-
late to modifier keys of a keyboard. We draw an analogy 
between our hybrid touch-modified pen interactions and 
keyboard shortcuts that can be used as expert commands 
instead, or in addition to traditional WIMP controls. Our 
contributions also include a few novel techniques for text 
and shape input and styling. 

This paper is a continuation and extension of our work-in-
progress introduced in [18]. 

RELATED WORK 
Much of the theoretical background of prior work on pen 
and touch interaction originates from Guiard's kinematic 
chain (KC) model, which describes the roles of the domi-
nant and non-dominant hands (respectively DH and NDH) 
in asymmetric bimanual motor actions [9]. According to 
this model, the NDH initiates and sets the frame of refer-
ence in which the DH operates. The expression of this prin-
ciple in the pen and touch context is a division of labour, 
where the pen is used for inking and fine-precision opera-
tions (drawing, handwriting, lasso selections etc.), touch 
performs coarse manipulations (panning, zooming and oth-
er control gestures) and the combination of touch + pen 
yields new interactions [12]. As several authors have ob-
served, however, in the digital world, it is not always wise 
to assign modalities to strictly distinct roles, since for cer-
tain types of actions such as tool selections, users expect to 
be able to use either [7, 12, 16, 24]. 

The examples in the literature show that hybrid pen and 
touch actions can materialise in different ways, but the most 
common pattern is that of the NDH setting the operational 
context of the pen, in accordance with the KC model. For 
instance, a flat hand can constrain the pen to draw straight 
lines [4] or an object held down by a finger can be duplicat-
ed by dragging it off with the pen [7, 12]. A particularly 
powerful manifestation of combined pen and touch interac-
tion is pen-mode switching driven by the NDH, that is, the 
function performed by the stylus is determined by a specific 
position or pose of the NDH on the touch screen. Those 
mode-setting poses can be maintained touch selections of 
items in a toolbar [17] or finger-based postures [10, 11, 16]. 
Requiring users to maintain a function state through contin-
uous muscular tension (a particular instance of a quasimode 
[20]) as opposed to system-maintained modes activated by 
single taps or clicks has been shown to be an effective kin-
aesthetic awareness mechanism to keep a non-regular mode 
active [16, 22]. 

In all the bimanual gestural patterns used in the prototypes 
developed so far, one can observe that the atomic unimodal 
actions are simple (tap, hold, drag) and that both hands are 

never in motion simultaneously. This makes sense consider-
ing complex synchronised movements of the two hands 
likely require more demanding coordination effort (similar 
to patting one's head and rubbing one's stomach at the same 
time). While there are indeed constraints to human motor 
skills one should take into account when designing bimanu-
al and bimodal gestures, we believe prior work has only 
scratched the potential of the expressional power that can 
be achieved with synergistic pen and touch interactions. In 
our prototype, we attempt to further push the envelope of 
hybrid interactions by making more systematic use of them 
in our document-editing context. 

With regard to modern keyboardless interfaces for docu-
ment creation, we are not aware of any significant achieve-
ment in the research community beyond scrapbooks, note-
taking and basic editing applications. SketchPoint is a tool 
to quickly assemble informal presentations from freeform 
notes and sketches [14]. As the name reveals, the resulting 
presentations are only rough sketches and not electronic 
documents. In [27], Wu et al. describe a rudimentary pub-
lishing application, which was developed to illustrate their 
gesture design framework. Their application relies on vari-
ous multitouch interactions as well as stylus input, but in-
terestingly, inking is not the default mode and has to be 
explicitly activated with a two-finger NDH posture. Anoth-
er document-creation program based on reuse of scanned 
document elements was developed for pen-operated copiers 
[15], but it does not support insertion of new user content. 
Also relevant in this category to some extent are annotating 
and active reading systems developed for interactive sur-
faces [21, 23, 24]. Those prototypes, however, only deal 
with editing of existing documents and do not consider the 
authoring of rich documents from scratch.  

DESIGN APPROACH 

Target Document Types 
We approach the problem by first considering what types of 
documents might be more suitable for our pen and touch 
tabletop platform. Intuitively, we surmise that page-based 
documents with much graphical content or assembled from 
various elements are more fitting candidates than continu-
ous, text-intensive documents, for which the PC and physi-
cal keyboards are arguably still the best tools. Hence, in this 
prototype effort, we gear the design of our interface and 
interactions primarily to documents of the former category, 
e.g. presentations, flyers, brochures and similar documents 
typically authored in presentation and publishing software. 
Narrowing the target scope to a particular kind of docu-
ments also allows the design approach to be more focused, 
so that the resulting interface does not become too complex 
and thus unwieldy, in attempts to support all the specifics of 
diverse types of data. 

Editable Document Element Properties 
A quality of advanced document authoring software is that 
almost every possible element property can be edited and 
changed. Text can thus be styled in a number of ways, from 



font type and size, appearance, alignment, foreground and 
background colours etc. For shape elements, in particular, 
users expect to be able to modify attributes such as stroke 
colour, width and style even after the shape has been drawn. 
Thus, it is not sufficient to simply detect shapes, strokes and 
their features (e.g., if the line is continuous or dashed) upon 
inking. The interface has to provide means to conveniently 
edit those properties after input, without requiring the ele-
ment to be entirely redrawn. 

Reality-Based Interaction 
Jacob et al.'s Reality-Based Interaction (RBI) framework 
[13] provides a theoretical foundation for the design of 
post-WIMP interfaces, which we can apply to pen and 
touch tabletop applications. This model is especially rele-
vant for a document-authoring system, as people can bring 
in their experience of engaging with physical documents in 
the real world. The challenge, therefore, is to try to leverage 
those skills, when possible, by designing interactions that 
are either directly imported from real pen-on-paper experi-
ences or based on powerful analogies. Those RBIs, together 
as a cohesive toolset, should enable users to efficiently pro-
duce structured electronic documents similar to those au-
thored using professional office software. Our design pro-
cess therefore considers what types of functions can be 
achieved through direct gestural input and when helper 
tools are unavoidable (e.g. to select a colour or a particular 
font). We explain how we address those challenges follow-
ing those principles in our system description below. 

Modifier Postures 
We define modifier postures as specific NDH poses, which 
change the operational context of the pen. A posture is a 
combination of fingers [10, 16] or any distinctive shape 
formed by the contact area of the hand on the surface that 
can be reliably identified [25]. Similar to modifier keys on a 
keyboard such as Control and Alt, NDH postures can be 
viewed as touch-based modifiers, which, jointly with pen 
strokes, can be used to form a variety of commands. We 
distinguish global postures that control the general pen 
mode and can be triggered anywhere on the surface, from 
local or location-constrained postures that apply to the spe-
cific area or component on which they are performed (e.g. 
finger hold + pen drag gesture [7, 12]). Note that in both 
cases the user can remain concentrated on the DH's task at 
all times, as global postures allow blind switching (since the 
position of the NDH does not matter) and for local postures, 
the NDH operates in the vicinity of the DH so the locus of 
attention is the same. In this sense, we differentiate our-
selves from Hamilton et al. [10], who, even for global pos-
tures, require that they be executed on a special command 
panel at the bottom of the screen. Our method is more simi-
lar to that used in the third experiment of our previous pen 
and touch study [16], but instead of setting a single inking 
property (stroke style) we construe modifier postures as 
general controllers of different categories of non-inking pen 
functions. 

Another important issue is maintaining awareness of the 
currently active mode via appropriate feedback mecha-
nisms. In [16], we used a simple icon, which may be ade-
quate for local postures, if shown in the area of action, but 
is easily overlooked in the case of global postures, where 
pen operations can occur anywhere on the screen. At the 
same time, one should be careful not to choose too large 
visual indicators, as this would be too disruptive for the 
user. Our solution, here, uses light gradient borders sur-
rounding the workspace with distinct mode-characteristic 
shades and matching stroke colours for the pen. Such a vis-
ual cue is easily spotted by the peripheral vision, without 
interfering with the main interface and the task at hand. 

Finally, because global postures, by definition, can be trig-
gered everywhere, they can potentially collide with other 
unimodal gestures and basic multitouch interactions, espe-
cially one-finger panning and two-finger scaling. A simple 
solution to avoid such conflicts is to choose postures based 
on three or more fingers or large contact areas. 

APPLICATION 

Apparatus 
Our enabling technology for our pen and touch tabletop 
system is based on the tried-and-true combination of a Di-
amondTouch screen [6] and Anoto technology1 introduced 
by Brandl et al. [4] and used in our previous work [16, 17]. 

Workspace 
The setting of our interactive workspace follows a desktop 
metaphor, where documents appear on a virtual work desk 
and are directly manipulated by users via multitouch and 
pen input (Figure 1). Rather than opting for a full 3D model 
of a desktop à la BumpTop [1], we opted for a design in 
between a close-to-real environment and traditional inter-
faces of office software, as our experience has shown that 
pushing the desktop or paper metaphor too far on a 2D sur-
face can impact practicality and user acceptance [17]. 

The interface shows all open documents, by default a single 
page of each. Common drag, pinch/spread gestures to pan 
and zoom documents are available. Documents can be ex-
panded and collapsed to respectively display and hide other 
pages using a single-finger shaking gesture (Figure 2). Ex-
panded pages can be laid out horizontally or vertically de-
pending on the direction of the shaking motion. When pag-
es are collapsed, the document appears as a pile, on top of 
which the currently selected page appears. A double tap on 
a particular page triggers an instant fit-to-screen zoom to 
enable more precise content editing. Instead of repeated 
dragging to navigate between pages, lateral swipe gestures 
can be used to quickly flick from one page to another. Fol-
lowing our design objective to maintain a smooth experi-
ence without tedious context switches, document pages are 
always editable, regardless of zoom factor or state, i.e. users 

                                                             
1 http://anoto.com 



can input and manipulate content on pages whether docu-
ments are collapsed, expanded or magnified. 

 
Figure 2. Finger shake gesture to expand and collapse 

documents. 

We support various page manipulations to move and copy 
elements within and between documents: moving a page is 
achieved by placing three fingers on it (three fingers to dis-
tinguish the gesture from one-finger panning and two-finger 
scaling) and dragging it to a new location, inside an existing 
document or on the workspace to create a new document. 
Because the muscular tension imposed by a three-finger 
dragging operation is particularly demanding, we allow the 
gesture to be relaxed [27] so that the dragging motion can 
also be performed with a single finger after the move opera-
tion has been registered. Pages can be copied instead of 
moved by holding them with a finger (local posture) and 
dragging them away with the pen. This gesture is similar to 
those described in [7, 12] (and to a lesser extent, the cloning 
gesture of [8], which uses a second finger touch instead of 
the pen), but we additionally support moving and copying 
of page ranges, where the two hands determine the start and 
end pages of the range (Figure 3 left). Furthermore, if two 
fingers are used to pin down a page rather than one, a blank 
copy is created instead, as a convenience to add new pages 
with the same format (Figure 3 right). In the latter case, a 
quick pen swipe in the direction of where the page should 
be created is also sufficient to execute the operation. 

 
Figure 3. Copying a range of pages with one-finger hold 
+ pen drag action (left) and creating a new blank page 

with two-finger hold + pen drag (right). 

Document elements that make up the content of a page are 
independent components that can be moved within a page, 
between pages of the same document and between different 
documents. Resizing is performed in a standard manner, 
using control handles located at the edges of the element's 
bounding box. 

Global Modes 
For our document-editing purposes, we define five different 
global modes: two inking and three non-inking, which are 
listed in Table 1 and explained in detail in the next sections.  

All postures are quasimodes [20], i.e. they are maintained 
throughout the pen action. In addition to providing kinaes-

thetic awareness, such a design has the advantage that an 
operation can be immediately cancelled during the pen 
movement without incurring any penalties, by simply lifting 
the NDH before the pen action has completed. From a per-
formance point of view, using NDH postures to control how 
pen input will be interpreted means that only recognition 
engines that are necessary need be activated in the selected 
modes. Hence, handwriting recognition need only be active 
in text-entry mode, shape recognisers in shape-input mode 
and gesture detectors in command mode. Clearly separating 
those interactional categories increases responsiveness and 
makes sure there is no overlap between the different ges-
tures, without compromising the range of available expres-
sions. 

Inking Modes Non-Inking Modes 

NDH Posture Mode NDH Posture Mode 

(hand re-
leased) Text 

 
Command 

 
Shape  

Selection 

 
Content 

Association 

Table 1. Global Modes used in the editor 

STROKE INPUT AND STYLING 
As shown in Table 1, the two types of inked input for the 
stylus are text and shape. Both data types are subject to on-
the-fly interpretation by dedicated recognition engines (Vi-
sionObject’s MyScript2) in order to convert user strokes 
into properly formatted content, respectively typeset text 
and smooth vectorised shapes. The default input mode, i.e. 
when the pen marks a page without NDH-modifying, is 
text. For shape and freeform strokes, the user has to indicate 
the mode with an NDH posture. We chose a flat hand, 
which mimics the holding of a sheet of paper (as in Guiard's 
example [9]) while drawing with the DH. This pose has the 
further advantage of blocking all other touch input, thereby 
providing palm rejection while inking strokes. 

In the initial version of our prototype we did not require 
explicitly setting which type of content was being inserted, 
as we wanted users to be free to ink pages as they would a 
sheet of paper [18]. To determine how to convert pen data, 
we relied on an algorithm, which estimated the likelihood 
that input strokes were text or not. But early tests showed 
that in many cases the wrong data type was inferred (e.g. a 
letter 'O' instead of a circle or a line instead of a hyphen 
etc.) and so rather than risking causing user frustration we 
decided to strictly enforce the separation of the two kinds of 
content with different modes. We do include a level of au-
tomatic element segmentation in that if the user draws a 
                                                             
2 http://www.visionobjects.com/en/myscript 

        

 
  

 
  

 
 

   

 
    



grid-like sketch, a table element is created in our document 
model instead of a shape. Our current prototype does not 
feature table-specific interactions other than adding rows 
and columns through transversal lines and inserting text in 
cells, but this is an area we are interested in exploring more 
thoroughly in the future (see Future Work section below). 

Text 
As stated above, text is entered through normal handwriting 
and converted on-the-fly by the recogniser, where the re-
sulting typeset text appears in situ, i.e. it replaces the user's 
handwritten content. We opted for this more direct input 
method instead of a separate writing pad, as such tools cre-
ate a disconnection between the user's ink and the output, 
which we feel detracts from an experience close to pen-on-
paper. For text styling, we propose a principle inspired by 
RBI that what can be reliably derived from pen input should 
be done so, while other aspects that are hard to accurately 
infer from hand-drawn content should be determined 
through explicit selections. Following that strategy, we 
tease apart properties such as text size, underlining etc. 
which can be directly obtained from ink data and character-
istics such as font type and style that are difficult for users 
to imitate and so need to be specifically set. Thus, when 
text is entered in a blank area of a document page, the size 
of the font used for the recognised text is determined so as 
to roughly match that of the user's script. If, on the other 
hand, inked data is initiated close to or within another text 
element it is considered an edit operation and so the recog-
nised result is added to the element and the font size and 
style of the nearest letter in this element is adopted, which 
is the usual convention in word processors. 

 
Figure 4. Insertion of handwritten text within text ele-
ment. Text after the insertion point is gradually shifted 

to create writing space. 

Our text input scheme also includes a novel feature that 
typical handwriting-based techniques lack: the possibility to 
add and convert handwritten phrases directly in the middle 
of formatted text elements. For that, the user simply needs 
to start writing within the element for a gap to open at the 
insertion point. As the user writes their text, the right part of 
the edited element continuously shifts to create more space 
(Figure 4). If a portion of the text is highlighted the user-
inserted content replaces the selection. This blended text-
editing technique is an attempt to recreate standard text-
insertion behaviour with handwriting. 

Because it is not possible to insert isolated white spaces in 
formatted text elements using handwritten input, we include 
two convenience pen gestures in Command Mode for that 
purpose: a chevron stroke gesture (^) adds a space (a spe-

cialisation of the common text-insert mark used in proof-
reading) and a ↵ gesture inserts a line break. 

In Selection Mode, text highlighting with the pen is per-
formed in a manner similar to most pointer-based interfac-
es, i.e. by dragging the pen across the desired portion of 
text. Quick selection shortcuts found in modern word pro-
cessors to highlight entire words and paragraphs with dou-
ble and triple taps, respectively, are also available. As with 
pages, we support cut/copy paste of text through single-
finger touch dragging and NDH touch-hold + DH pen-
dragging gestures. The selected text can then be touch-
dragged within the element to be placed at another index. If 
the cut/copied text portion is dragged outside the bounds of 
the element and released on free page space, a new text 
element is created. 

Our interface features a set of "chopping" gestures to per-
form alignment operations on text elements. Those shape-
based interactions allow users to set the horizontal align-
ment of a text element based on how the gesture contact 
shape intersects the element's bounding box. Single chops 
close to the element's left or right borders accordingly align 
the text left or right, whereas a chop in the middle of the 
object centres the text. Finally, a double-chop with the two 
hands on both lateral edges of the element's bounding box 
causes the text to become justified (Figure 5). Those simple 
gestures have the advantage that they combine scope fram-
ing (target text range) and operation execution (alignment) 
in a short, single-action chunk [5], which differentiates 
them from fixed guides and rulers such as rails [25] and the 
composite and dragged gestures of [8]. 

 
Figure 5. Chopping gestures for text alignment. Illus-

trated are left, centered and justified alignments. 

Except for underlining, which is directly drawn under the 
desired text with the pen, styling options for stroke data are 
set via a pop-up toolbar summoned by a single-finger touch 
action, a short-press if initiated on empty space and a slight-
ly longer press if activated inside a document (in order to 
distinguish it from move operations). The toolbar also au-
tomatically appears on a text-highlighting action just below 
the edited text element. The style properties that can be set 
in this manner are font family, colour and font style (bold, 
italic and normal). Here both touch and the pen can be used 
to select style options, the second alternative being perhaps 
the most effective when the pen is close to the widget (as in 
the text-highlighting case) or when several selections need 
to be made in succession. To maintain user awareness about 
the currently active font and style options at all time, the 
font family name styled according to the selected options is 
displayed semi-transparently at the top of the interface. 

 
 Lorem	  ipsum	  dolor	  sit	  
amet,	  consectetuer	  
adipiscing	  elit,	  sed	  diam	  
nonummy	  nibh	  euismod	  
tincidunt	  ut	  laoreet	  
dolore	  magna	  aliquam	  
erat	  volutpat. 

 Lorem	  ipsum	  dolor	  sit	  
amet,	  consectetuer	  

adipiscing	  elit,	  sed	  diam	  
nonummy	  nibh	  euismod	  

tincidunt	  ut	  laoreet	  
dolore	  magna	  aliquam	  

erat	  volutpat. 

  Lorem	   ipsum	   dolor	   sit	  
amet,	   consectetuer	  
adipiscing	   elit,	   sed	   diam	  
nonummy	   nibh	   euismod	  
tincidunt	   ut	   laoreet	  
dolore	   magna	   aliquam	  
erat	  volutpat. 



As an extension to its mode-setting role, we explore the 
possibility of allowing the maintained NDH posture to also 
control properties of the currently activated function 
through hand movements. We apply this technique for font 
style and size changes in Selection Mode. Hence, if text is 
highlighted, vertical dragging of the NDH modifies its font 
size, while in the horizontal direction, the font style can be 
changed via longitudinal toggle areas (Figure 7 left). This 
overloads functionality already provided through the popup 
toolbar but allows rapid phrasing of the most common text-
styling operations through smooth sequences of NDH-DH 
chunks. If the whole text element is selected (or any type of 
element for that matter), dragging up or down changes the 
element's z-index to make it appear above or under over-
lapping objects (Figure 7 right). Here as well, we support 
gesture relaxation in order to allow single-finger dragging 
after the four-finger posture has been registered. 

 
Figure 7. NDH vertical dragging in Selection Mode to 

change text size (left) and element Z-order (right) 

As shown in the figure, in both cases an interactive overlay 
appears on the screen with visuals displaying how those 
properties are affected by directional dragging. We think 
this method of changing the font size via a continuous phys-
ical action is more intuitive for users compared to selecting 
a number from a drop-down menu, for which it is difficult 
to picture how it translates visually on the sheet (and even 
more so in vector-based editors). The WIMP equivalent of 
this technique would be a slider. 

Shape and Freeform Input 
In Shape Mode, the user can sketch freely on a page. The 
underlying shape beautifier attempts to detect geometrical 
shapes and if it recognises any, it smoothes the strokes ac-
cordingly. User strokes that "hug" the outline of existing 
elements are treated differently. For instance, if the user 
draws a rectangle that completely surrounds an element and 
that element has no visible contour, a border is created and 

attached to it. For shape elements and items with borders, 
curves drawn along their contours with a hard colour cause 
their thickness to increase and the border colour to be 
merged with the selected colour (Figure 6d), in analogy 
with physical drawing and painting effects. If, however, the 
transparent colour is active, the thickness is decreased, as if 
the shape outline was being trimmed by an eraser pen. 

In Command Mode, the colours of shape elements can be 
changed using a scratch gesture, mimicking pencil-drawing 
techniques to add shading to line sketches. Both fill and 
contour colours can be modified in this way. Depending on 
whether the scratch gesture is executed inside the shape or 
on the contour, the fill or contour colour is replaced by the 
active colour (Figure 6a and b). If performed on free unoc-
cupied space of a page, its background colour is changed. 

Also in Command Mode, three short cutting strokes across 
the contour of a shape outline or element border toggle be-
tween dashed and continuous line styles (Figure 6c). This 
DH gesture is similar to that described in [7], but we addi-
tionally use the average distance between the intersecting 
strokes to determine the dash pattern. 

Finally, in Selection Mode, the pen functions as an 
eyedropper tool to sample colours from objects. 

GENERAL COMMANDS 
Here we describe further operations executed by pen ges-
tures in Command Mode: 

New Page/Document Creation 

 
Figure 8. Drawing a rectangle to create a new 

page/document (left). A choice of standard page formats 
to select from appears (right). 

Similar to [7]‘s node-creation gesture, a rectangle can be 
drawn on the workspace to create new pages. Specifically, a 
new page is added to an existing expanded document if the 
rectangle is drawn in a location within, before or after the 

 

 
    

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 6. Shape styling gestures. In command mode: scratch gesture to change a) the colour of contours and b) inner 
areas; c) three short strokes toggle between dashed and continuous lines. d) In shape mode: line or curve tracing 
along shape contour to increase its width and blend colours (width is decreased if transparent colour is selected) 



document. If the rectangle is drawn on empty space an en-
tirely new document is created. When the user completes 
the gesture, an overlay showing different page formats ap-
pears with standard aspect ratios: ISO, US A and B (Figure 
8). Depending on the length/width ratio of the rectangle, 
those page samples appear in portrait or landscape format. 
The user can then select one of the standard formats or the 
initially drawn rectangle. 

Deletion 
Line strokes delete elements (pages, document components, 
text) crossed by them. If the delete stroke is executed inside 
a text element, the start and end of the line determines the 
text to erase, unless a specific portion of the text is high-
lighted, in which case the strike-out gesture deletes the en-
tire selection. 

This gesture is distinguished from the contour dash toggle 
gesture, which is also based on line strokes, by its trigger 
area: for the former, the line needs to cross two distinct 
edges of its bounding box, whereas for the latter each line 
must intersect the same segment of the shape contour. As 
the bounding box has a minimum size requirement, it is 
always possible to clearly strike through two of its edges, 
even in the case where the shape element is a straight line. 

Undo/Redo 
Undo and redo are supported for all document operations 
through repeated anticlockwise and clockwise circling ges-
tures (which other authors have used for scrolling [19]). 
Several operations can thus be performed in rapid succes-
sion without lifting the pen, with each completed circle 
triggering one undo or redo action. Those gestures inherent-
ly convey the idea of "rewinding" and "fast-forwarding" as 
if operating a dial to navigate within a timeline. 

CONTENT REUSE 

Content Registration and Insertion 
Authoring office documents often involves reusing particu-
lar data elements in multiple compositions, for instance, 
addresses and company logos in letters, common decora-
tions and symbols in presentations etc. To meet that re-
quirement, we include a mode dedicated to gesture-based 
content insertion. This mode allows users to associate ges-
tures with specific document elements and recall them by 
re-executing that same gesture. 

To register a gesture, users first select an element with a 
single finger of the NDH, lay down the four other fingers to 
activate the mode and enter a single-stroke pen gesture to 
complete the association (Figure 9 left) (in our implementa-
tion we use the $1 recogniser [26], but any other algorithm 
can, of course, be used instead). If a gesture is deemed simi-
lar to that associated with a previously registered element, 
the link is replaced and the gesture is assigned to the new 
element. To insert a "saved" element, users simply execute 
its trigger-gesture on a document page, where the size of 
the inserted element is computed based on the bounding 
box of the pen stroke (Figure 9 right). 

 
Figure 9. Content-gesture association (left) and re-
call/insertion (right) with a user-defined gesture. 

Other than user-specified content gestures, the document 
editor can conceivably also include pre-defined system 
shortcuts provided by gesture libraries. 

Clipart Retrieval with Query-by-Sketching 
Another popular source of often used external resources 
when composing documents is a clipart database. For 
presentations, brochures and other illustrated documents, 
authors often seek to enrich their content with professional-
ly designed graphics, art, symbolic drawings and illustra-
tions. In addition to gesture-based content retrieval, we in-
clude a means to retrieve document elements via queries 
defined by sketches, which are sometimes more convenient 
to describe visual items with characteristic geometry (e.g. 
arrows, chart items, block shapes). 

 
Figure 10. A user drags a selected clipart retrieved using 

a sketch-based query. 

We implement this feature through a virtual "drawer" panel 
that can be pulled out from the bottom bezel of the inter-
face. On this panel users can then draw sketches to perform 
queries using query-by-sketching [2] as well as enter search 
terms if keyword-matching is also desired. For instance, if a 
user would like to search for an arrow clipart in the data-
base, they can sketch an arrow shape on the pad and addi-
tionally (or instead) enter "arrow" as a keyword to further 
specify the query (Figure 10). Keywords are input using a 
compact virtual keyboard, which is more straightforward 
for that purpose. We emphasise here that keywords are 
command parameters and not inked document content, 
which means they do not have to conform to the pen-on-
paper metaphor and thus be handwritten. 

Search results are displayed in a scrollable ribbon that ap-
pears above the query pad. Those results are updated after 
each pen stroke or key input. The user can then drag desired 

 

 
    

     

 
    



elements from the ribbon to insert them in opened docu-
ments on the workspace. We believe this method to retrieve 
and insert external content is relatively straightforward and 
efficient, but one could also consider alternatives, where 
query sketches are directly drawn at the desired insertion 
location on the target document page (as with our gesture-
based content insertion technique) and results appear in 
place or next to the query. 

LAB STUDY 

Goals 
To assess the pertinence of our approach, we conducted an 
informal lab study with 12 participants recruited among 
students and staff of our university (5 females and 7 males 
with one left-handed user). All our testers were familiar 
with touch interfaces thanks to smartphones or tablets they 
owned. They were however not used to operating a digital 
tabletop with simultaneous bimanual pen and touch input. 
Participants all knew how to use office software as part of 
their regular work, especially word processors and presenta-
tion programs, and so were able to formulate precise re-
quirements and criticism regarding specific features of our 
system based on their experience. 

Considering the breadth of interactions that needed to be 
demonstrated within the limited time of this first study, our 
interest was mainly to observe users and obtain qualitative 
feedback on the individual gestures after introducing them 
one after the other. When describing the rationale behind 
the NDH modifier postures, we explicitly mentioned the 
keyboard shortcut analogy, in order to find out to what ex-
tent users related the two concepts. 

We did not expect participants to remember all of the tech-
niques (much like people would most likely not memorise a 
plethora of keyboard shortcuts presented all at once) and 
hence we asked them to comment about the appropriateness 
of our gestures to perform a specific action, or informally 
"if they made sense" in the given context. After letting par-
ticipants try the different interactions and hearing their re-
marks in a think aloud process, we allowed them to use the 
application freely and attempt to author their own docu-
ments using the different interactions they had been taught. 
We finally gathered general impressions about the applica-
tion through brief interviews, where we also recorded sug-
gestions about improvements that could be included in fu-
ture iterations of the system. 

A session with a participant lasted about an hour. 

Results 
We generally received very positive feedback about our 
system with many of our participants staying for extended 
periods of time to play around with our application. The 
overall feeling was that our gesture-function mappings were 
fitting and easy to execute. Popular features included our 
content retrieval techniques (both query-by-sketching and 
gesture-based insertion), the chopping interactions for text 
alignment and the circle-based undo/redo gesture. Regard-

ing the parallel with keyboard shortcuts, four people com-
mented that gestures were easier to remember since the 
mental association between a particular operation and a 
matching physical hand or pen action is a more effective 
mnemonic than a combination of keys. Those statements 
confirm previous results about the superior memorability of 
stroke-based vs. keyboard shortcuts [3]. 

Following is a summary of our main observations and par-
ticipants' reactions with regard to some of the more salient 
features and aspects of our system. 

Asymmetric Bimanual Interaction 
A general observation that we made and that echoes the 
experience of other researchers [24, 28] is that users are 
heavily influenced by their interactional habits with devices 
they often use, especially with respect to unimanu-
al/bimanual input. The vast majority of applications availa-
ble for commercial touch devices are based either on single-
handed interactions or symmetrical two-handed input, e.g. 
for typing and pinch/spread scaling. Hence, people are not 
used to asymmetric combinations involving two different 
modalities and are even sometimes wary of engaging with 
this new kind of interaction, even though productivity gains 
can be achieved. For instance, we occasionally saw users 
temporarily transferring the pen from their DH to their 
NDH in order to perform a unimanual touch interaction and 
returning the pen to their DH after they had finished. For 
most non-inking operations, however, our system forces 
people to use both hands simultaneously and while our 
study participants quickly came to grips with our modifier 
posture model, whose sequences of actions are consistent 
across all different modes, three of them were confused by 
locally modified pen interactions, especially those govern-
ing page-copying manipulations. They wondered why they 
had to bother placing several fingers on pages to move or 
duplicate them instead of simply selecting the elements first 
and then executing the desired operation, as determined by 
a global modifier posture or a button selection. One user 
deemed that because creating a new blank page was a more 
common action for him compared to copying the entire 
page with its content, the operation should have been as-
signed to the single-finger hold posture. This would howev-
er have broken the consistency with the duplicating interac-
tions for other elements, which are based on the same ges-
tural pattern. 

Text Input and Styling 
Participants did not experience major difficulties or express 
concerns about our text entry techniques, which we believe 
is due to the quality of our handwriting recogniser and the 
fact that most of our interactions mirror established behav-
iours of word processors and text-editing software. Even 
our somewhat unconventional method to insert handwritten 
content in the middle of typeset text did not cause particular 
inconveniences (our left-handed participant was particularly 
at ease, as in his case there was no occlusion of the shifting 
right portion of text), other than occasional misrecognitions 



of insertion points and text that was not properly appended 
to its neighbouring element (this happened to 3 users). We 
also registered incidental problems with underlining actions 
that were not perfectly performed below the text, resulting 
in hyphens being added in the text instead (3 occurrences as 
well). 

As for the other text-styling options, users found it conven-
ient to be able to summon the pop-up toolbar with touch 
and make individual selections with the pen. One person 
noted that setting several different options in a row by slid-
ing an NDH finger on the styling categories to successively 
activate their submenus and then simply tap with the pen on 
the desired item was a quick and space-efficient method. 
Our NDH-triggered overlay elicited more mixed reactions, 
with four people explicitly criticising the cumbersomeness 
of simultaneously having two dragging directions to change 
two different types of parameters. This view was not shared 
by everybody, however, as two participants proved very 
dexterous at controlling text size and switching font styles 
with lateral taps and sliding actions. 

Shape Input and Styling 
Shape input also did not present any significant problems. 
Users were comfortable laying a flat NDH on the surface 
while sketching and drawing shapes. Switching modes to 
perform styling operations was also not an issue and the 
only mistakes we observed were two instances in which 
people tried to thicken/thin shape contours in Command 
Mode instead of doing so in Shape Mode. 

Gesture Relaxation and Crosstalk 
Our modifier posture model was designed to favour effi-
cient mode switching with minimal mental and physical 
effort of the NDH and so we did not require the posture to 
be completely released in order to change to another mode. 
This meant that, for instance, a colour sampling action in 
Selection Mode could be immediately followed by a fill 
operation in Command Mode by simply releasing a finger. 
But while most participants appreciated this flexibility, four 
were confused by mode changes occurring when relaxing 
dragging gestures (i.e. when lifting fingers) initiated in Se-
lection Mode. In particular, border colour changes associat-
ed with mode switches distracted those people while the 
styling overlay remained visible throughout the dragging 
actions. While we personally value mode-switching speed 
and the ability to perform smooth, effortless transitions, we 
recognise that this represents a potential conflict with relax-
ation policies and location-based gestures. In such cases 
more conservative gesture design approaches might be in 
order to appeal to a greater number of users. 

Discussion 
Our experiment reveals that many common document oper-
ations can be successfully executed using appropriate uni-
modal and bimodal gestures. The feedback we received 
from our study participants confirms that modifier postures 
associated with pen gestures are potent equivalents to key-
board shortcuts and that they are likely quicker to acquire 

than the latter [3]. In this iteration, gestures were directly 
shown to users to try out individually as a first test. We 
deliberately did not address the issue of discoverability or 
learnability that other authors have tackled and which we 
leave for future work. A possible idea would be to include 
demonstrative illustrations of available gestures for each 
mode within the gradient border instead of simply display-
ing a uniform shade. That way, users could simply cycle 
through the modes to find out which gestures exist. 

Regardless of accessibility and ease of use, one must 
acknowledge that gestures require some initial effort that 
not all users are necessarily willing to invest. Our intention 
is not to show gesture-based interactions can entirely re-
place widgets and other traditional tools (especially for a 
feature-rich application such as a document editor), rather 
that they can be a useful additional asset for experts, much 
like keyboard shortcuts complement GUI controls of PC 
applications rather than replace them. Besides, as people are 
increasingly exposed to direct input interfaces (with grow-
ing use of simultaneous pen and touch) and those interfaces 
themselves continue to evolve, we believe users will be-
come more familiar with hybrid interaction techniques, and 
within that context, bimodal gestural shortcuts stand a rea-
sonable chance of gaining wider adoption. For that to hap-
pen, UI designers will have to create coherent and con-
sistent gesture sets that neither overwhelm nor frustrate 
users. Compound interactions, in particular, should not con-
sist of too many chunks resulting in exceedingly long 
phrases [5], especially if they require a great deal of biman-
ual coordination. A sequence "NDH-posture → DH/pen-
gesture → bidirectional NDH-posture dragging" as in our 
text-styling technique is perhaps already too complex. 

With regard to in situ handwritten text input and conver-
sion, we think our technique naturally finds its place in a 
pen-based environment, where a smooth flow and seamless 
interleaving with other stylus interactions are desirable. 
While this would need to be formally confirmed by an ap-
propriate test, we hypothesise that the throughput loss in-
curred by handwriting text compared to keyboard typing is 
compensated by productivity increases in other stylus ma-
nipulations, whose performance would otherwise be im-
pacted by repeated context switches with the keyboard and 
it being "in the way". Our document-authoring scenario is 
one example, where we believe such an approach is justi-
fied (albeit, for particular categories of documents only) but 
there are doubtless many others. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we presented a document-authoring environ-
ment for interactive tabletops, in which several common 
document-editing operations are supported by gestures in-
stead of, or in addition to widgets. We showed how NDH 
postures can be systematically leveraged as effective modi-
fiers to set different categories of pen functions and thereby 
function as hybrid shortcuts for a variety of document ma-
nipulations. A lab study confirmed the potential of this ap-



proach and provided insights about the practical challenges 
of its realisation. 

From there on there are many avenues that can be pursued, 
considering the amount of functionality typically available 
in professional publishing software. We are particularly 
interested in looking next into table manipulation and tem-
plates, which we think could also greatly benefit from a 
multimodal gesture approach. Tables are essential compo-
nents of office documents such as spreadsheets and forms 
and we feel there is much to explore in that area. As for 
document templates, we believe they can function as con-
straint structures that can help solve some of the ambigui-
ties, which our application tries to resolve through algo-
rithmic inference. For example, a constraint-defining tem-
plate would allow text input in a title box to be automatical-
ly converted to the correct font and size. 

In terms of evaluation, task-based experiments will be re-
quired to determine if users are able to effectively learn and 
utilise the different gestures to create or edit documents on 
their own. When our system has achieved sufficient robust-
ness, it will be interesting to see how it could potentially be 
deployed in a real-world context, i.e. in a real office. 

We hope our work will eventually help inform the design of 
future document-centric applications for pen and touch in-
teractive tabletops. 
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